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HA 217.02
DIGITAL DISPLAYER FOR ANALOG INPUT WHICH CAN
BE DIVIDED IN 1 OR 9 SEGMENTS WITH OUTPUTS OF
COMPARISON ON PROGRAMMABLE LEVELS

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION

The instruments HA 217.02 gets the reading of a positive
analog signal which is galvanically insulated with
resolution 1 / 40000 and precision 0,05% on the end of
scale, converting it into a value shown on the display.
The instrument offers the possibility to linearize the input
dividing the reading into 9 linear zones being consecu-
tive and programmable. It is possible to set two areas of
comparison for the activation of two programmable
outputs. It is also possible to store in memory the

minimum and maximum values of the display with
enabling through a dedicated input. The keyboard, in
scratch-resistant polycarbonate, is manufactured with
mechanical actuators which provide the operator with
the touch sensation of the key's stroke. The count,
preselections and the parameters of operation are stored
in a non volatile memory in order to guarantee maximum
reliability and safety of operation, even under extreme
conditions.

Size DIN 48 x 96

5 digits display

The catalogue describes the use of the product and it is not binding  for the instrument's operation.

Analog input in d.c. voltage or current,
galvanically insulated with f.s.
indicated on the ordering code

Non volatile memory

Keyboard with antiscratch
membrane

Removablepolarized terminal board

Expansion for inputs /outputs (opt.)

Software customizations
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KEYBOARD DESCRIPTION

It confirms the data entering.
When pressed with the key (-) + PASSWORD you access to the parameters of  SET-UP
and to the calibration of linearity of the transducer.
When pressed for 1 second, if enabled, it allows to enter the levels of comparison for
the outputs.

Green

Red
Under data entering it sets to zero the data displayed.
When pressed for 2 seconds, if enabled, it sets to zero the level displayed or it load the
value of preset on the level displayed.
When pressed for 1 second, if enabled, it allows to enter a value on the level displayed
When pressed with the key(-) it allows to enter  an offset value on the level displayed.

Black
Under data entering, it increases impulsively or in a continuous way the selected digit
(the blinking one).
When pressed impulsively it shows the following display.
When pressed for 1 second, if enabled, it allows the reading ot the values of minimum
and maximum peak.

Black
Under data entering it moves to the right the selection of the digit.
When pressed with the key ENTER + PASSWORD you access to the  SET-UP
parameters and to the calibration of the linearity of the transducer.
When pressed for 2 seconds it restores the level displayed during the calibration.
When pressed with the key  CLEAR it allows the introduction of an offset value on the
level displayed.

Led prg It is ON during the programming of the SET-UP parameters.

Led set It is ON during the programming of the  comparison levels.

Led It is ON when you activate output U1.

Led It is ON when you activate outputU2

Led lcf It is ON during the phase of "Introduction of the parameters of transducer's linearization"
when it is displayed the value of conversion of the analog signal.

REMARK

The instrument allows, according to the needs, to modify the level displayed but always keeping it as a function
for the input signal and of the parameters of linearization of the same. In this catalogue, the two values shall be
separated by these terms:

Measure. It identifies the clean value with no corrections obtained by the linearization of the input signal.

Level displayed. It identifies the value actually displayed by the instrument, which bears into consideration
the eventual corrections performed (e.g. preset loadings, zero resets, offset, etc.).
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ERROR DISPLAY UNDER DATA DISPLAY MODE

In the display mode the following display may appear:

N.B. This display appears for the display of 1 data by 6 digits. It means that:

a) The data displayed is greater than the maximum possible one, depending upon the number of characters
which are set (e.g. If the data to be displayed is one digit, it is displayed the value of the data; if it is included
between 0 and 9 or between -9 and 9, if the sign is foerecast .

b) The data displayed is not included within the limits placed by the operator (e.g. Preset level included
between the minimum and the maximum level).

DESCRIPTION OF ANALOG INPUTS GALVANICALLY INSULATED

Name

3 RA ANALOG REFERENCE 6,9 Vcc. It is used to supply a potentiometer (1÷20 KW).

4 IA ANALOG INPUT. It may accept only signals in voltage or current. The type of  input signal is a function
of the hardware ordering code (see ordering code).

5 GA COMMON OF THE ANALOG INPUT. It is the common at zero volt of the signal of input IA.

Terminal
Number Description

INPUTS DESCRIPTION

Name
Input

activat.
Terminal
Number Signal Description

7 I1 I / C ON PROGRAMMABLE INPUT 1. Its function depends upon the type of programming
chosen in the set-up parameter "Choice of operation of input I1":
- Preset loading (without enabling) [impulsive or continuous].
- Preset loading (with enabling) [impulsive].
- Sum or substraction of a constant to the measure.
- Display block.
- Memory enabling of values for minimum and maximum peak.
- Reset of outputs U1 and U2 if programmed with self-retention.

I=Impulsive Input C=Continuous Input
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DESCRIPTION OF INPUTS USED WITH THE EXPANSION (ORDERING CODE "E4")

Name
Input

activation
Terminal
number Signal Description

15 I2 I / C ON PROGRAMMABLE INPUT 2. Its function depends upon the type of programming
chosen in the parameter of setup "Choice of operation input  I2":
- Enabling preset loading.
- Display block.
- Enabling memory for values of minimum and maximum peak.
- Reset  of outputs U1 and U2 if programmed with self-retention.
- Self-learning comparison level d.
- Self-learning comparison level A.

16 I3 I / C ON PROGRAMMABLE INPUT 3. Its function depends upon the type of programming
chosen in the parameter of setup "Choice of operation input  I3":
- Enabling preset loading.
- Display block.
- Enabling memory for values of minimum and maximum peak.
- Reset  of outputs U1 and U2 if programmed with self-retention.
- Self-learning comparison level d.
- Self-learning comparison level A.

I=Impulsive input C=Continuous Input

OUTPUTS DESCRIPTION

Name Duration
Terminal
number Signal Description

I=Impulsive output C=Continuous output

9 U1 C / OUTPUT U1. Alarm threshold programmable in  SET-UP (see parameter "Operation
of output U1").

10 U2 C / OUTPUT U2. Alarm threshold programmable in SET-UP (see parameter "Operation
of output U2").
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ENTERING SETUP PARAMETERS

(After entering all the functions, press ENTER to confirm und pass on the next one)

FUNCTION DISPLAY DESCRIPTION

For the programming of the following parameters we have forecast the introduction of a 3 code password as follows:

Enabling
expansion

On the display appears

Press simultaneously following keys for 1 second.

which is the request of access code.

+

Enter with the keys (+) and (-) the code 217 and confirm with ; following led           switches on

0 = expansion inputs/outputs is not present (ord. cod."E4").

1 =expansion inputs/outputs is present (ord. cod."E4").

Decimal digits
counting

0=max. display (±99999)

1=max. display (±9999,9)

2=max. display (±999,99)

3=max. display (±99,999)

Average of lecture
acquisition

indicates how often is calculated the digit to be displayed. The
more is the lecture number, the slower the updating of the digit.

indicates how often is calculated the digit to be displayed, if the
variation of the lectures are lower than ±2,5% of the max. display.Stabilization

average

0=Input not enabled.

1= Input I1 is used for loading the impulsive preset.

2= Input I1 is used for loading the continuous preset.

3= Input I1 is used for loading the impulsive preset, only if the input
I2 or I3 set as "enabling preset loading" is activated .

4= Input I1 is used as sum or subtraction of a constant digit to or
from the measure (it loads on the calculation the digit set in set-
up parameter as "sum or subtraction digit")

5= Input I1 is used as display block.

6= Input I1 is used as memory enabling of min. and max. peak
digits.

7= Input I1 is used as reset (impulsive on the uphill front) for the
outputs U1 and U2 if programmed with autoretention.

N.B. In order to obtain the acquisition speed of the desired
input I1, it is necessary to enter the number of  the input
I1 checks which are indicated on page 10.

Functioning choice
of input I1

This display appears if the parameter "input I1 functioning choice" is=1¸3

Preset number of
input I1

This digit is loaded on the counting when input I1 is activated(max.
99999, min. -99999).
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FUNCTION DISPLAY DESCRIPTION

This display appears if the parameter "Choice of operation input I1" is=4

It is the value which is added or substracted to the measure while
the input I1=ON (max. 99999, min. -99999).

Level of sum or
substraction to the

measure

This display appears if the parameter "Enabling expansion" is=1

Choice of
operation input I2

0 =Input disabled.

1 =Input I2 is used as an enabling of the preset loading.

2 =Input I2 is used as display block.

3 =Input I2 is used as an enabling of the memory for values of
minimum and maximum peak.

4 =Input I2 is used as a reset of outputs U1 and U2 if programmed
with self retention (impulsive on the upwards front).

5 =Input I2 is used as a self learning of the comparison level "d"
(impulsive on the upwards front).

6 =Input I2 is used as a self-learning of the comparison level "A"
(impulsive on the upwards front).

N.B. To the purpose of obtaining the desired speed of
adquisition of input I2, it is necessary to introduce the
number of verifications of input I2 described on page10.

Choice of
operation of input

I3

0 =Input disabled.

1= Input I3 is used as an enabling of the preset loading..

2 =Input I3 is used as display block.

3 =Input I3 is used as an enabling of the memory for values of
minimum and maximum peak.

4 =Input I3 is used as a reset of outputs U1 and U2 if programmed
with self retention (impulsive on the upwards front).

5 =Input I3 is used as a self learning of the comparison level "d"
(impulsive on the upwards front).

6 =Input I3 is used as a self-learning of the comparison level "A"
(impulsive on the upwards front).

N.B. To the purpose of obtaining the desired speed of
adquisition of input I3, it is necessary to introduce the
number of verifications of input I3 described on page10.

Memory storage of
peak values

0 =The values stored in memory are related to the measure.

1 =The values stored in memory are related to the level displayed.

Operation of
output U1

Each couple of number identifies the type of setting (first number)
and the dependance of the output area U1 (see dedicated
paragraph "Outputs programming").

Each couple of number identifies the type of setting (first number)
and the dependance of the output area U2 (see dedicated
paragraph "Outputs programming").

Operation of
output U2
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FUNCTION DISPLAY DESCRIPTION

It is a time, expressed in seconds (max.60,00), which is activated
when the instrument goes ON or when exiting the set-up. If during
the programming of the outputs operation it is introduced the
dependance from this timer (4), the output, until the timer is
activated, is forced to the level being opposite to the level of the
comparison.

Starting Timer

Comparison level
"A "

If the parameter "Enabling the programming of comparison levels"¹3 there are one or both the displays

It is the level in use for the comparison of outputs U1 and U2 (min.-
99999, max.99999).

Comparison level
"d "

is the level in use for the comparison of outputs  U1 and U2 (min.-
99999, max.99999).

It indicates the samplingtime, expressed in milliseconds, of the
analog size converted in digital size (freqwuency). The smallest
is the time, the greater shall be the instability of display (min. 5
milliseconds, max. 50 milliseconds) [setting the value "00" by
default it takes 20 milliseconds].
N.B. Normally this value is set to 20 milliseconds.

Time of count
sampling

Timer
area 1 (-¥d )

It is a delay time,e xpressed in seconds (max. 60,00), of
comparison of the area (-¥d), when the reading enters the same.
It is used to delay the toggling of the level of the programmed
output.

It is a delay time,e xpressed in seconds(max. 60,00), of
comparison of the area (dA), when the reading enters the same.
It is used to delay the toggling of the level of the programmed
output.

Timer
area 2 (dA )

It is a delay time,e xpressed in seconds(max. 60,00), of
comparison of the area (A¥), when the reading enters the same.
It is used to delay the toggling of the level of the programmed
output.

Timer
area 3 (A¥)

0=The programming of the comparison levels A and d, is enabled
only in SET-UP.

Enabling the
programming of
the comparison

levels

1=The programming of the comparison level A , is enabled only
from keyboard, with the key ENTER while the level of
comparison d  is enabled only in SET-UP.

2=The programming of the comparison level A , is enabled only
from SET-UP while the level of comparison d is enabled only
from keyboard via the key ENTER.

3=The programming of the comparison levels A and d, is enabled
only from keyboard via the key ENTER.
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FUNCTION DISPLAY DESCRIPTION

0=The linearizzation of the transducer is made on a single
segment. The procedure for the linearization of the transducer
may be accessed via the keys (-) and ENTER + password
(456).

Transducer's
linearization

1 =The linearization of the transducer is made on 2 segments.

2 =The linearization of the transducer is made on 3 segments.

3 =The linearization of the transducer is made on 4 segments.

4 =The linearization of the transducer is made on 5 segments.

5 =The linearization of the transducer is made on 6 segments.

6 =The linearization of the transducer is made on 7 segments.

7 =The linearization of the transducer is made on 8 segments.

8 =The linearization of the transducer is made on 9 segments.

It is the value of the area around zero displayed, within which the
instrument shows "0". It may be set in percentage compared to
the last value introduced during the transducer's linearization
(max. 99,9%).

Zero threshold

Enabling
modification of

offset level

0 =The function  of modification of offset level (page 9) is
disabled.

1 =The function  of modification of offset level (page 9) is enabled.

Type of operation
of comparison

levels

0 =The levels are compared with the level displayed by the
instrument.

1= The levels are compared with the measure and then they are
independent from any variation performed with the insertion
of the offset, with the sum of levels or with the introduction of
values on the level displayed.

Function of key
CLEAR

0 =Operation inhibited.

1 =It sets to zero the level displayed.

2 =It loads the level displayed with the preset level introduced
through the key CLEAR.

3 =It enables the introduction of a value on the level displayed.

This display appears if the parameters "Function of key CLEAR" is=2

Preset level
through CLEAR

It is the value which is loaded on the level displayed when it is
activated the key CLEAR (min. -99999, max.99999).

 Once the programming of the last functions is achieved you return to the display in use before entering the SET-UP and the led prg
goes OFF
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ENTERING THE OFFSET VALUE

To enter the offset value operate as follows:

Press at the same time the keys                 +      for 1 second; if the parameter of set-up "Modify level of offset" 0,
on the display appears:

The operator may enter the offset value via the keys (+) and (-) used in the way selected with
the parameter of SET-UP "Modify offset level". Upon confirmaiton with ENTER the display
shows again the displaying in use.

ENTERING A VALUE ON THE LEVEL DISPLAYED

The introduciton of a value on the level displayed is enabled if the parameter in SET-UP "Function key CLEAR"=3
and operating as follows:

Press the key for 1 second; on the display appears:

The display shows the present level displayed. THe operator may enter the new value via the
keys (+) and (-). Upon confirmation with ENTER the current value shall be updated with the
new value.

DISPLAY OF VALUES OF MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM PEAK

The instrument HA 217.02, if enabled with one of the parameters of SET-UP "Choice of operation of input I1 or
I2 or I3", allows to perform the memory storage of the values of minimum and maximum peak on the signal selected
with the parameter of SET-UP "Memory storage of peak values". On the upwards front of the input enabled (I1
or I2 or I3), the instrument sets to zero the memories and starts them emory storage of the peak values and it extends
it until the input (I1 or I2 or I3) returns to zero.
To perform the displaying of the values of minimum and maximum peak you must operate as follows:

Press the key for 1 second; on the display appears:

Value of minimum peak.

Pressing the key         , On th edisplay appears:

Value of maximum peak.

Pressing the key ,thel display shows again the displayings in use
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ENTERING THE NUMBER OF INPUTS VERIFICATIONS

- Press at the same time the keys for 1 second.

- Enter with the keys (+) and (-) the value 712 and confirm with

- On the display appears which is the request for the access  code.

+

; On the display appears:

The display shows the number of verifications of input I1 currently in use (a verification
corresponds to 1 millisecond). The operator, via the keys "+" and "-", may enter a new value
(min. 01; max. 99). Upon confirmation with ENTER on the display appears:

The following displayings appear if the parameter of set-up "Expansion enalbing" is = 1.

The display shows the number of verifications of input I2 currently in use (a verification
corresponds to 1 millisecond). The operator, via the keys "+" and "-", may enter a new value
(min. 05; max. 99). Upon confirmation with ENTER on the display appears:

The display shows the number of verifications of input I3 currently in use (a verification
corresponds to 1 millisecond). The operator, via the keys "+" and "-", may enter a new value
(min. 05; max. 99). Upon confirmation with ENTER the display shows again the displayings
in use.
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PROGRAMMING THE OUTPUTS

The parameters P and S in SET-UP, allow to program the type of operation of outputs U1 and U2 inside the areas
of display, determined by the minimum and maximum display (-¥ e ¥) and by the levels of comparison (d and A);
in this way the field of variation of the display becomes:

d A
¥

Here 3 working areas ar eidentified: -¥d, dA, A¥ and on each area it ispossible to program a different setting of
outputs U1 and U2. It is furthermore possible to enable the operation of an output inside an area, only when the
displaying has alreadyconcerned another area ("Dependance of the area"). this last mode of operation allows
to enable a determined operation of the outputs after that, upon the instrument's startup, the displaying is stabilized;
for example it is possible to program the output U1 so that it is activated on area -¥d, not before that the display
has reached the area dA

The parameters of programming P and S are structured as follows:

d A

Area

Area

Area

Dependance from the area

Type of operation

Dependance from the area

Type of operation

Dependance from the area

Type of operation

Type of operation

1 Activated

2 Activated with retention (resettable with input I1 or I2 or I3)

3 De-activated

4 De-activated with retention (resettable with input I1 or I2 or I3)

Dependance from the area

1 Area from -¥ to d

2 Area from d to A

3 Area from A to ¥
4 Dependance from the initial timer (instrument's startup) and on its own area

5 It depends upon its own area with  timer 1, 2, 3

Example:

-¥ d A ¥

With retention Normale

You wish to program output U2 according to the diagram. The comparison upon the activation of the area -¥d must
be enabled after that the displaying has reached the area A¥. The parameter S of SET-UP becomes 23 32 13. Until
the displaying has not reached the area A¥ and it remains inside of -¥d, the output U2 remains OFF

U2

-¥

-¥ d A ¥
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PROGRAMMING THEOUTPUTS

Example:

¥

Retention Normal

-¥ d A

Normal

You wish to program output U1 according to the diagram. The comparison upon the activation of the area -¥d must
be enabled after that the displaying has reached the areadA. The parameter P of SET-UP becomes 42 12 33. Until
the displaying has not reached the area dA and it remains inside of -¥d, l'the output U1 remains OFF and without
retention.

U1

N.B. It is possible to delay the times of outputs' toggling by using the area timers (SET-UP)

PROGRAMMING THE COMPARISON LEVELS

In order to perform the programming of the comparison levels you must operate as follows::

It is necessary that the SET-UP parameters "Comparison level A" and "Comparison level d" are enabled to the
programming from keyboard

Press the key                   for 1 second; the display shows:

N.B. The thresholds determine 3 types of areas for the programming of outputs U1 and U2: The two levels, if
enabled in SET-UP, may be self-learnt through the inputs I2 and I3

The operator may enter via the keys (+) and (-), the comparison level A (min.-99999,
max.99999). With the key (+) it is possible to modify the value of the blinking digit, while by
the key (-)  you switch to the following digit. Upon confirmation with ENTER the display shows:

The operator may enter via the keys (+) and (-), the comparison level d(min.-99999,
max.99999). With the key (+) it is possible to modify the value of the blinking digit, while by
the key (-) you switch to the following digit. Upon confirmation with ENTER  if the level d is
lower than the level A, the display shows again the displayings in use, otherwise it shows for
1 second:

After 1 second the display shows again the programming of both thresholds

DISPLAYINGS

During normal operation the display shows:

Pressing the key the display shows:

The display shows the status of inputs and outputs. The led _ ON indicates the activation of
the input or of the output.

Pressing the key the display shows again the level displayed.

Level displayed

If the count of the level displayed goes out of scale (± 99999), the display shows alternatively to the count the
following message:

I1 I2 I3

U1 U2
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DIAGRAMS OF OPERATION WITH OUTPUTS U1 AND U2

t3

U1

U2

U1

U2

U1

U2

U1

U2

P=113233

S=313215

P=311213

S=313223

P=113543

S=111233

P=312223

S=212233 (With retention)

(With retention)

(With retention)

(With retention)

t2

-¥ ¥ Displaying

P.V.Analog
Input

Ad
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DIAGRAMS OF OPERATION WITH PROGRAMMED TIMERS

¥

d

-¥ t

A

Displaying

U2

U1

t3tn

t2 t2

P=341235

S=113513

t2

t3
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ENTERING THE PARAMETERS OF LINEARIZATION OF THE TRANSDUCER

Linearization with 2 points (LI=0 in set-up). You must introduce two data which shall allow to build up the
broken line on which you must intercept the level to be
displayed according to the input signal.  You must get 2
values of voltage in increasing order, one near the zero
value and the other near the maximum value.

Ex.: Input signal 0÷10 V

Maximum ref.

Analog ref.

Pos. trasduttore

Rif. minimo

D1 D2

ENTERING THE PARAMETERS OF LINEARIZATION OF THE TRANSDUCER

Readings

V10

V9

V8

V7
V6

V5
V4

V3

V2

V1

D1 D2 D3 D9D8D5 D6D4 D7 D10

Max. ref.

Min. ref.

Linearization with 10 points (LI=8 in set-up). You must introduce ten data which shall allow to build up the
broken line on which you must intercept the level to be
displayed according to the input signal.  You must get 10
values of voltage in increasing order, which shall be
distributed according to where it is more important the
precision in the linerization.

Ex.: Input signal 0÷10 V
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CALIBRATION CHOICE

The procedure with the self-learning feature is used when it is possible to connect the transducer and toperform
the measures on the field. When on the contrary it is not possible to connect the transducer or the instrument is
a spare part, it is used the procedure with the introduction of the conversion value of the instrument which has a
range from 0÷5000 on the end of scale of the input voltage.
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ENT. THE PARAM.S OF LINEARIZ. OF THE TRANSD. THROUGH THE SELF-LEARNING OF THE LEVELS

To access the introduction of the linearization parameters we foresee the introduction of a 3 digits code as follows:

- Press at the same time the  keys + for apx. 1 second.

- On the display appears which is therequest of the access code.

- Enter via the keys (+) and (-) the value 456 and confirm with ; this led goes ON and on the display

appears:

The instrument proposes the type of calibration of the transducer. By typing ENTER the
operator chooses the self-learning and on the display appears:

The instrument shows the value of conversion of the analog signal which varies according
to the input voltage. The led "lcf"  ON indicates the display of the conversion value. Take the
analog input in correspondance of the first point to be acquired. Upon confirmation with
ENTER the value is acquired by the instrument and the display proposes the introduction of
the level to be displayed in correspondance of the value which has just been acquired.

The operator may enter via the keys (+) and (-), the value of the level to be displayed (min.
-99999,max.99999). The led "lcf" ON indicates the possible introduction of the sign (-). Upon
confirmation with ENTER the display shows:

The instrument shows the value of conversion of the analog signal which varies according
to the input voltage. The led "lcf" ON indicates the displaying of the conversion value. ON
indicates the display of the conversion value. Take the analog input in correspondance of
the second  point to be acquired. Upon confirmation with ENTER the value is acquired by the
instrument and the display proposes the introduction of the level to be displayed in
correspondance of the value which has just been acquired.

The operator may enter via the keys (+) and (-), the value of the level to be displayed (min.
-99999,max.99999). The led "lcf" ON indicates the possible introduction of the sign (-). Upon
confirmation with ENTER , if the value which was set is greater than the previous levels the
display shall provide the possibility to set the following level, otherwise it shows for 1 second:

After 1 second the display shows again the wrong programming.

If in set-up the parameter "Transducer's linearization"=8 the same procedure is repeated 10 times.

To exit the introduction of the linearization parameters without achieving the setting of all parameters press the

key                 for one second. The data which were set shall be lost.
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ENTERING THE PARAM. OF LINEARIZATION OF THE TRANSD. THROUGH  THE LEVELS INTRODUC.

To access the introduction of the linearization parameters we foresee the introduction of a 3 digits code as follows:

- Press at the same time the  keys + for apx. 1 second.

- On the display appears which is therequest of the access code

- Enter via the keys (+) and (-) the value 456 and confirm with ; this led goes ON and on the display

appears:

The instrument proposes the type of calibration of the transducer. By typing CLEAR the
operator must enter the conversion value of the transducer and the level to be displayed.

The operator may enter via the keys (+) and(-), the value of conversion of the analog signal
which varies according to the input voltage (min. 0, max. 5000,0). The led  "lcf" ON indicates
the display of the conversion value. Upon confirmation with ENTER  the display shows:

The operator may enter via the keys (+) and(-), the value of the level to be displayed (min.
-99999, max.99999) in correspondance of the conversion value of the transducer previously
introduced. The led "lcf" ON indicates the possible introductionof the sign (-). Upon
confirmation with ENTER the display shows:

The operator may enter via the keys (+) and(-), the value of conversion of the analog signal
which varies according to the input voltage (min. 0, max. 5000,0). The led  "lcf" ON indicates
the display of the conversion value. Upon confirmation with ENTER  the display shows:

The operator may enter via the keys (+) and(-), the value of the level to be displayed (min.
-99999, max.99999) in correspondance of the conversion value of the transducer previously
introduced. The led "lcf" ON indicates the possible introductionof the sign (-). Upon
confirmation with ENTER , if the value which was set is greater than the previous level the
display shall provide the possibility to set the following level, otherwise it shows for 1 second:

After 1 second the display shows again the wrong programming.

If in set-up the parameter "Transducer's linearization"=8 the same procedure is repeated 10 times.

To exit the introduction of the linearization parameters without achieving the setting of all parameters press the

key               for one second. The data which were set shall be lost.
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DIAGRAM OF INTRODUCTION OF A VALUE ON THE COUNT

Displaying

Analog ref.

New count
updated

C B C

It is possible, by introducing a value on the level displayed through the keyboard, by loading the preset value or
the offset, to move the programmed conversion straight line or the broken line.

If in SET-UP the parameter "Type of operation comparison levels"=0 the maximum and minimum levels are
incomparison on points B and then with the new level introduced in the points C (level displayed)

Comparison level A

Comparison level d

Straight or broken line with correction
inserted

Straight or broken line of programmed conversion

B

If in SET-UP the parameter "Type of operation comparison levels"=1 the maximum and minimum levels are always
in comparison on points B (measure).
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DIAGRAMS OF OPERATION

Input
signal

Display.

I1

Input I1 is used as an impulsive preset loading (parameter of SET-UP "choice of operation  input I1=1). Upon
activation of the input, on the level displayed it is loaded the value of the parameter of SET-UP "Preset level
input I1"

Input I1 is used as a continuous preset loading (parameters of SET-UP "choice of operation  input I1=2). During
the whole activation of the input, on the level displayed it is loaded the value of the parameter of SET-UP "Preset
level input I1"

It is de-activated the input I1; from this moment the level displayed shall follow the evolution of the input signal
with a value of difference due to the loading of the preset level.

Here is set an offset value (keys                 and ) which is added or substracted to the level displayed

Input I1 is used as sum or substraction of a value at the level displayed (Parameter of  SET-UP "Choice of
operation of input I1"=4). During the whole activation of the input, it is added or substracted the value which
was set in the parameter of SET-UP "Level of sum or substraction to the measure"

It is de-activated the input I1. It is removed from the level displayed the value which was set in the parameter
of SET-UP "Level of sum or substraction to the measure"

It is pressed the key for apx. 2 seconds. All variations are removed. The new level displayed shall be

provided by the value of the measure plus the offset level

It is pressed the key      for apx. 2 seconds with the parameter of SET-UP "Function of key CLEAR"=1. The

level displayed is reset to zero

It is pressed the key for apx. 2 seconds with the parameter of SET-UP "Function of key CLEAR"=2. On

the level displayed it is loaded the value of the parameter of SET-UP "Preset level of key CLEAR"
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+

-

RA

IA

GA

Positive of transducers' power supply 12 V 100 mA

Negative of transducers' power supply

Potentiometer power supply 1¸20 KW (6,9 V, 7 mA max.)

Common of the analog input (zero potentiometer)

ELECTRIC CONNECTIONS OF INPUTS AND OUTPUTS

I1

C1

U1 (C) Output U1

Terminal of polarization of input I1 (+ NPN, - PNP)

U2 (C) Output U2

GND Ground connections (we recommend a conductor of f 4 mm.)

XXX Power supply voltage Vac ±15%  50 / 60 Hz

XXX Power supply voltageVac ±15%  50 / 60 Hz

P2

I2

I3

I4

C2

Terminal of polarization of inputs I2,I3,I4 (+ NPN, - PNP)

(I/C) Programmable input 2

(I/C) Programmable input 3

Not used

Terminal of polarization of  outputs U3, U4, (+ PNP, - NPN)

U3

U4

GND

AN1

Not used

Common of the analog output

Not used

Not used

RX Not used

TX Not used

RX Not used

TX Not used

(I/C) Programmable input 1.

Analog input (Potentiometer cursor)

P1

Terminal of polarization of  outputs U1-U2 (+ PNP, - NPN)

Analog
Input

Inputs
12 V ÷ 24 V

Inputs
12 V ÷ 24 V
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GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CONNECTIONS

OUTPUTS

The dc outputs are optoinsulated in direct current and
they all have a terminal in common among them (C1,
C2). By connecting this terminal to a voltage + all the
outputs become of the PNP type; by connecting it to a
voltage - they become of a NPN type. The maximum
appliable direct voltage is 50 V. The outputs can support
currents up to 70 mA with a typical voltage drop of 3.5 V
between the output and the common. With the dc
outputs you can pilot also relays at 24 Vac.

INPUTS

Each ON/OFF input is universal, optoinsulated and may
receive digital signals be in NPN logic be it PNP. By
connecting the terminals P1, P2 to the + all the inputs
accept signals of NPN type, i.e. with closing to the ne-
gative of the power supply voltage. By connecting the
terminals P1, P2 to the - all the inputs become of a PNP
type, i.e. with closing to the positive of the power supply
voltage. Each input is protected against shortcircuits to
both the power supply poles, so that it is practically
undestructible. You may connect in parallel various
inputs with the same logic, if the output which pilots them
is able to support the total current required, which is
equal to the number of inputs connected together
mupltiplied by 10 mA.

CONNECTIONS

Connection to the power supply voltage

Vac

Power supply voltage: 24 V, 330 mA
110 V, 72 mA
220 V, 36 mA
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CONNECTION OF INPUTS ON / OFF

Connection of inputs with external power supply

Connection with inputs PNPConnection inputs NPN

Connection with amplified proximity

Proximity PNP
amplified 12 V

Proximity NPN
amplified 12 V

Connection of inputs with instrument's power supply

Connection inputs PNPConnection inputs NPN

Power supply d.c.
12 ÷ 24 V d.c.

Power supply d.c.
12 ÷ 24 V d.c.
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CONNECTION OF ANALOG INPUTS

Connection of analog input with voltage reference at 6,9 V internal

Connection of analog input with external voltage reference

Connection of analog input  4¸20 mA

Vdc
+
-

1÷20 KW

Power supply d.c.4 ÷ 20 mA
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CONNECTION OF OUTPUTS ON / OFF

Connection with outputs NPN

Connection with outputs PNP

Connection with outputs with relay in alternated current

Connection with outputs  with EI 204 / M

The EI 204 / M has inside 4
relays of 5 A / 250 V supplied at
24 V whose voltage is obtained
inside the interface itself. The
relays are connected as in figu-
re 2; the assembly is forecast on
guide DIN. The overall
dimensions are 45 x 93 x 85
mm.

EI 204 / M

Imax. 70 mA

Imax. 70 mA

Imax. 70 mA

Power supply d.c. 12
V d.c.

Power supply d.c. 12 V
d.c.

Power supply
24 V ac
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SIZE

ATTENTION!
After laying the pin
of the hook to the
panel, perform
only half a
revolution in order
not to tear the fra-
me.

N.B. All levels are in millimeters.

96

48

92,8

45

144

45

1234567890123456789012345678
1234567890123456789012345678
1234567890123456789012345678
1234567890123456789012345678
1234567890123456789012345678
1234567890123456789012345678
1234567890123456789012345678
1234567890123456789012345678
1234567890123456789012345678
1234567890123456789012345678
1234567890123456789012345678
1234567890123456789012345678
1234567890123456789012345678
1234567890123456789012345678
1234567890123456789012345678
1234567890123456789012345678
1234567890123456789012345678
1234567890123456789012345678
1234567890123456789012345678
1234567890123456789012345678

92,8+0,2

45+0,6
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ORDERING CODE

MP = Linear or circular potentiometer1¸20 KW, V.ref. 6,9 V.
V1 = Voltage with end of scale at 1 Vdc.
V2 = Voltage with end of scale at 2 Vdc.
V3 = Voltage with end of scale at 5 Vdc.
V4 = Voltage with end of scale at 10 Vdc.
V5 = Voltage with end of scale at 20 Vdc.
V6 = Voltage with end of scale at 50 Vdc.
V7 = Voltage with end of scale at 100 Vdc.
V8 = Voltage with end of scale at 200 Vdc.
V9 = Voltage with end of scale at ± 100 Vdc (Z > 500 KW).
A1 = Current with end of scale at 20 mA dc. R.i. 50W.
A2 = Current with end of scale at  20 mA dc. R.i. 100W.
A3 = Current with end of scale at  20 mA dc. R.i. 250W.
A4 = Current with end of scale at  1 mA dc. R.i. 1000W.

� = Basic version with standard hardware.
W = Basic version with hardware without 2 static outputs 24 V ac/dc 70 mA (U1 and U2).

HA 217 . 02

E4 = Expansion 3 inputs NPN / PNP with 2 static outputs
24 V ac / dc 70 mA

T = Front panel in polycarbonate with keyboard.
P = Front panel  without keyboard.
PC = Front panel  without keyboard but with CLEAR pushbutton.

T

Power supply voltage:
24 = 24 Vac
110 = 110 Vac
220 = 220 Vac

110
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